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Introduction: UTMB’s Institute for Translational Sciences (ITS) Community Engagement Studio (CE Studio) is 
based upon the highly effective model of engagement developed by the Meharry-Vanderbilt CTSA Community 
Engagement Core.1 The ITS implemented its first studio in 2019. It is intended to:

• Serve as a guidance session for researchers
• Provide community and patient input on research questions
• Offer logistical advice on design and implementation including such issues as recruitment, study design 

and methods
• Contribute to development of culturally sensitive and ethical proposals
• Assist with planned and appropriate means of disseminating results. 

While community input undoubtedly increases research quality and relevance, actually increasing public 
participation in the translational research process is often difficult. Engaging stakeholders (e.g., community 
members, patients, community health and social service providers) is complex and contingent on skills that the 
average investigator does not possess. Many researchers are not prepared to identify, recruit, convene, and 
engage stakeholders to prepare them for participating in research in an advisory capacity—let alone as part of a 
research team. Nevertheless, doing so not only improves the research conducted but also increases community 
trust. Most importantly, the studio provides the opportunity for insight and enlightenment from those who are all-
too-often simply absent from the scientific table. Using the invaluable resources provided by the Meharry-
Vanderbilt CTSA’s CE Studio Toolkit, the ITS created our own framework that we’ve employed numerous times to 
enable students, trainees, and investigators to meet with community experts to guide and enrich their research. 
Methods:  Our most recent endeavor was with Texas Southern University’s Center for Biomedical & Minority 
Health Research (CBMHR) Community Engagement Core which sought to assess and understand barriers to 
cancer screening among minority populations and to participation in clinical research. In discussing potential 
collaborations, we quickly realized that holding a CE Studio would be an ideal way for both institutions to glean 
insight and strengthen their research and work. TSU’s CBMHR had held a series of focus groups related to 
cancer screening and prevention in ethnic minorities and wanted to further their work and understanding by 
obtaining feedback directly from patients and community members spanning the nine-county area they serve.  
Since the ITS already had a CE Studio framework in place, it was a synergistic and collaborative undertaking.  
We decided it best to hold two Studios, one in fall 2022 and one in spring 2023. The first one would focus on 
barriers to cancer screening in ethnic minorities, and the second would focus on the larger issues that surround 
barriers to participation in research in minority groups. Our initial UTMB/TSU CE Studio, held in September 2022 
in Galveston, Texas, was attended by eight diverse community experts. Findings are presented here.

Results: Discussion revealed several themes such as deep-seated 
and historical mistrust—and sometimes fear—of the healthcare system 
and research enterprise. Collectively, the discussion centered not only on practical means to increase minority 
representation at all levels, in the short term, but suggestions to completely reimagine a system that is 
inclusive, diverse, respectful, and equitable. 
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Questions Addressed:  In relation to cancer screening and prevention,
• What content/various types of information might community members 

want or be receptive to?
• Preferred dissemination best practices?
• Other barriers to access and/or receiving information? 
• Influences on patient experience: Provider and caregivers? 
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Discussion:  While the CE Studio framework is not by its nature research, nor intended to be, it will 
nonetheless inform and drive the research conducted by the Center for Biomedical and Minority Health 
Research and the Institute for Translational Sciences. We are preparing a follow-up CE Studio for Spring 2023 
to further delve into these topics and truly listen to our community about what the main factors are that create 
barriers for ethnic minorities to participate not only in translational research but in translational science.

Content Dissemination Barriers to Information Patient Experiences
Benefit to patient Must use trusted sources Mistrust, distrust Respect for patient’s insight

Solution-focused Use language and venues that 
are culturally appropriate

Past experiences with 
helicopter research

Patients expected to be own 
advocates. Not always feasible.

Necessary to present options Should preferably come from 
someone who looks like me

Culture of disrespect and lack 
of inclusivity

Disparities in what patient says 
vs. what provider hears

Advice on what to ask your 
doctor

Utilize networks of leaders Fear of death, diagnosis, 
treatment, or deportation

Power differentials

Immediate vs. longer-term 
opportunities

Must understand lifestyles and 
community mores

Lack of ability to navigate 
technology or the system

Gender and skin color matter 
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